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Figure 1
Sydney GPO Seal
(Courtesy Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences,
Sydney Ref: 85/1076)
Ask any philatelist which was the World’s First Postage Stamp and they will tell you, without
hesitation, that it was the Penny Black. Many will also be able to quote the issue date of 6 May 1840.
Whilst the Penny Black was the World’s First Adhesive Postage Stamp, it was not the First Postage
Stamp. That honour is held by the New South Wales 1838 Embossed Letter Sheet.
Pre-payment with a Stamp
There are many instances of prepayment of postage prior to 6 May 1840. For example: William
Dockwra set up the London Penny Post in 1680. It was the first postal system to use hand-stamps to
postmark the mail to indicate the place and time of the mailing and that its postage had been prepaid.
In 1819 stamped Cavallini (little horseman) letter-sheets were issued in the Kingdom of Sardinia.
These were priced at 15c for delivery of up to 15 miles, 25c for up to 35 miles, and 50c for an
unlimited distance, but were marked for the payment of fiscal rather than postal duty, thus ruling them
out as postage stamps. In neither of these instances, nor in any other instance pre-1838, was the
principle of reduction in the postal rate as a consideration for pre-payment combined with the use of a
denoting stamp.
Robert Wallace MP had been advocating cheaper postage rates and a reform of the Post Office since
1833. In 1835 the British government succumbed to pressure from him, other MPs and businessmen,
and appointed a Parliamentary Committee to enquire into the management of the Post-office
Department. Over the next three years they produced ten Reports, none specifically dealing with a
reduction in postal rates. Following a meeting with Wallace, Rowland Hill, ex-school-teacher and
inventor, examined the Reports, Post-office Accounts and other sources, and built up a solid statistical
case for a set of reforms.
Rowland Hill’s Proposals

Whilst the suggestions for postal reform by Hill culminated in the issue of the 1d black and 2d blue
adhesive stamps on 6 May 1840, the issue of these stamps was not the first practical application of
Hill’s fundamental suggestions.
In summary, Hill’s suggestions which were embodied in the second, February 1837, edition of his
pamphlet Post Office Reform, its Importance and Practicability, were:
• a uniform postage rate irrespective of distance
• payment by weight instead of by the number of sheets
• a reduction in the amount in consideration of prepayment, and
• the denoting of prepayment by means of an adhesive or impressed stamp
As Hill’s penny post was based on charging by weight, either letter sheets or envelopes could be used,
this was a departure from the historic practice of using a folded single sheet, or multiple sheets, the
counting of which by postal officials was time-consuming and sometimes required the letter to be held
in front of a candle.
In May 1837 Robert Wallace MP moved for the appointment of a Select Committee to report on the
present rates of postage, and especially to examine the improvements recommended and the mode of
charging postage proposed, in a pamphlet by Mr Rowland Hill, with a view to the general reduction
of postage duties. He withdrew the motion when the government stated they had the plan under
consideration, but with a change in government later that year, a Select Committee was appointed in
early 1838 with Wallace as chair. Whilst the Select Committee did not fully endorse Hill’s proposals
in its final report in March 1839, its cautious approach was eclipsed by the campaign of the
proponents of penny postage.
Speaking in the House of Lords during a debate on the l839 Postage Bill (the enabling legislation
which led to the complete reshaping of the British Postal Service) the Duke of Wellington said:
it is a curious fact that from the institution of the Post-office to the present time, no important
improvement has had its origin in that establishment.
The Duke was looking back over some three hundred years, and specifically at Dockwra's town-posts,
Ralph Allen's cross-posts, and John Palmer's network of high-speed mail coaches. In each case the
reformer was subject to strong (and sometimes absurd) opposition from the Post Office.
As if to reinforce the Duke of Wellington’s observations, the then Postmaster-General and Colonel
Maberly, the Secretary to the Post Office, made desperate attempts to prove that Hill's proposals
would lead to financial disaster. These were frustrated by the overwhelming support of business
leaders and the reformers.
The Initiative of the NSW Postmaster-General
Sir George Gipps had been appointed Governor of NSW on 5 October 1837, succeeding Sir Richard
Bourke. He left Plymouth aboard the 596-ton ship Upton Castle, master Thomas Williams, on 16
October 1837 accompanied by Lady Gipps, his six-year old son and four servants. The ship sailed
from the Cape of Good Hope on New Year’s Day, arriving at Port Jackson on 23 February 1838.
James Raymond, Postmaster-General of New South Wales at this time, had been in communication
with Rowland Hill and was much influenced by his February 1837 pamphlet. He was aware that the
Parliamentary Committee had been set up and that it had produced several Reports, but news of the
findings of the Select Committee would not reach him until mid-1839. However, the ninth Report of
the Parliamentary Committee, dated 7 July 1837, arrived early in 1838, possibly with the new
Governor.
The ninth Report contained the following recommendations:

…the adoption of a uniform letter rate of 1d for letters under 1oz in weight throughout the
metropolitan district of 12 miles round the General Post Office, which they considered might
be increased, with advantage to 15; but they made it a condition of the enjoyment of this
reduction in the rate, that letters not exceeding 1oz in weight should be enclosed in stamped
covers or envelopes of 1d, and exceeding 1oz and up to 6oz, in similar envelopes or covers of
2d.
Recommending the adoption of the principles of reduction and prepayment by means of an impressed
envelope or letter-sheet to frank letters within the Two-penny Post radius from the General Post
Office, Raymond wrote to the Colonial Secretary on 7 September 1838:
General Post Office
Sydney, 7 September, 1838
Sir,
Having attentively perused the suggestion of Mr Rowland Hill on the subject of introducing
stamped covers as a means of simplifying and effecting a reduction in postage, I have
endeavoured to perfect an envelope which I do myself the honour to submit for the inspection
of His Excellency the Governor.
In accordance with the plan promulgated by that gentleman, I propose that half-sheets of
paper, stamped as per specimen, be supplied to the public at such a price as to include the
postage; and that letters so enveloped shall be received and passed through this office for
distribution, within the town delivery of Sydney, free of any other charge, being first stamped
with the Post Office stamp of the day.
By this experiment I anticipate a large increase to the communication throughout the town,
and that I shall shortly see invitations, bills, notices and all mercantile communications
transmitted, under cover of such envelopes, which will add materially to the revenue, by
inducing communications of that nature to be sent through the Post Office, while the labour
can be scarcely felt by the letter-carriers, as they will only have to drop them in rapid
succession as they proceed along, the chief delay and difficulty in delivery being the waiting
for and obtaining change.
Should his Excellency be pleased to approve of the experiment being made, if not found to
answer, it could be withdrawn at any moment, as I do not mean to interfere with or disturb
the present two-penny or other delivery now established, until it could be ascertained from
experience whether subsequent improvements may render the system available for more
general purposes.
To commence operations it only requires the Governor’s sanction, for by the 3rd section of the
Post Office Act, William IV, No. 34, it is competent for his excellency to alter, revoke, or vary
the rules and regulations, as well as the postage, provided there be no increase made on the
postage set forth in the schedule referred to.
The rate to be fixed forms some matter of consideration; but in my humble opinion a penny
will compensate for the paper and delivery, while so low a rate will induce an influx of letters
that will ultimately replenish the revenue, and be esteemed as a boon to the public from the
hands of His Excellency,
I have the honour to be,
Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
JAS RAYMOND.
The Honorable the Colonial Secretary.

Figure 2
Archival Copy of Embossed Envelope
(Courtesy Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences, Sydney:
Gift of Richard Peck FRPSL MAP Ref: 85/1076)
This small envelope (size 275 x 167mm opened out) is embossed with the Sydney
General Post Office seal. The 29mm diameter seal, which appears twice on the envelope,
consists of the Royal Coat of Arms of the UK (the Hanoverian Coat of Arms), a lion and
a unicorn on either side of crowned shield, enclosed in a circular border containing the
words GENERAL POST OFFICE and NEW SOUTH WALES. The text below the coat
of arms reads SYDNEY.
This example is significant because the paper bears a watermark of the year "EHC 1838"
and it is known to have been the archival copy for the envelope which was sent to the
Governor of New South Wales for approval.

Figure 3
Enlarged Image of Embossing on Archival Envelope
(Courtesy Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences, Sydney)

The Colonial Secretary, E Deas Thomson, referred this proposal to the Governor, Sir George Gipps,
who approved the scheme. Thomson replied accordingly to Raymond on 15 October 1838, qualifying
the approval by adding the following minute, which had been initialled G.G. by the Governor on 13
October:
… His Excellency approves of your trying the experiment, but that the price of covers must
be fixed at 1½d, the single cover, or 1s.3d per dozen.
P.S. You will be pleased to submit for approval a notice of this arrangement for the
information of the public.
The following notice was accordingly submitted for approval, which was received; it then appeared
on page 994 of the New South Wales Government Gazette dated 14 November 1838:
General Post Office, Sydney
1st November, 1838
Whereas it has been considered that by transmitting letters, invitations, notices, bills, etc.,
under stamped or Post-Office covers, the delivery thereof would be expedited by avoiding the
delay consequent upon the letter carriers waiting payment. His Excellency, the Governor,
with this in view, and in order to effect a reduction in postage on such communications
intended for delivery within the limits of the town of Sydney, has been pleased to sanction
their transmission under envelope which may be obtained at the General Post-Office on
payment of one shilling and three pence per dozen, including all charges for payment and
delivery. This arrangement is not intended to suspend or interfere with the present two-penny
post delivery, which will proceed in all respects as heretobefore.
James Raymond, Postmaster-General
In order to launch his new product, Raymond distributed examples of the embossed stationery to
Sydney newspapers. The following appeared on page 2 of the Sydney Gazette and NSW Advertiser on
24 November 1838:
The POST OFFICE - Mr. Raymond, the Postmaster General, has forwarded us a few
specimens of the stamped letter covers which, it is directed by a notice in the last Government
Gazette, shall pass free through the Post Office. The object of this arrangement is to expedite
the delivery, within the limits of the town of Sydney, of letters, invitations, notices, &c, which
will be effected by doing away with the delay consequent on the letter carriers being
compelled to wait for payment at every house. A reduction will also be effected in the amount
of postage, the charge for the stamped paper, which can be obtained at the Post Office, being
only fifteen pence per dozen sheets. The principle is the same as that under the consideration
of the British Parliament at present, only more limited in extent. The Parliamentary
Committee have recommended that letters on twopenny stamps shall pass free from and to all
parts of the British dominions.
The World’s First Postage Stamp
It has long been recognised and accepted that the NSW embossed letter sheets were the first instance
of pre-paid postal stationery, however, using Hill’s wording and intention of ‘an adhesive or
impressed stamp’, there is no doubt James Raymond’s initiative also produced the World’s First
Postage Stamp.
Various Australian philatelic authorities have proposed that the 1838 Sydney Embossed Letter Sheet
be considered as The First Postage Stamp. In 1890 Dr Andrew Houison, on page 25 of History of the
Post Office …in New South Wales, stated:
In the following pages we shall show that, however curious it may appear, still, it is a fact
that New South Wales was the first country in the world to adopt the system of prepaying
letters by means of postage stamps.

Other notable philatelists repeated this claim in 1922, 1934, and in 1936 when the late A F Bassett
Hull RDP put forward an articulate case on behalf of the philatelists of New South Wales. Bassett
Hull repeated his claim in an address to the Australian Historical Society, Sydney, on 13 June 1941.
The Penny Black may have been the World’s First Adhesive Postage Stamp; it was not, however, the
First Postage Stamp. After nearly 180 years it is time to acknowledge the importance of the 1838
Sydney Embossed Letter Sheet and grant it the status it deserves.
The FREE hand-stamps

Figure 4
White F4
White F5
White F6
Karman N15.2
Karman N20.1
Karman N20.2
ERD 22.1.1839
6.3.1843
14.1.1843
LRD 1.10.1842
1.5.1848
11.11.1845
White: The Postal History of NSW page 187 (see References)
Karman: See References
ERD: Earliest Recorded Date. LRD: Latest Recorded Date

White F7
Karman N20.3
25.9.1848
31.12.1849

The albino embossed stamp was invariably accompanied by a dated crowned FREE mark, struck in
red. This was not to denote that the article passed through the post free of charges, but to draw postal
officials’ attention to the fact that no further charge was to be raised, as the embossed stamp was
sometimes difficult to see, or the letter sheet had been folded in such a way that the embossing was
not visible.
The Time Stamps
Letter sheets and covers dated up to December 1849, bearing the embossed stamp, also bear a Sydney
time stamp struck in black; the 1 OCLOCK or 6 OCLOCK denoting the clearing time. There are two
types of both the 1 OCLOCK and the 6 OCLOCK time stamp, the earlier having the scrolls on either
side of the 6, curving upwards; in the latter they curve downwards.

Figure 5
White T1
White T4
White T3a
ERD 6.6.1839
12.1.1840
27.7.1842
LRD 8.11.1843
3.12.1849
1.12.1843
White: The Postal History of NSW page 71 (see References)

White T5
31.1.1844
14.11.1854

The exceptions are the earliest and second earliest recorded surviving letter sheets dated 20 October
1840 and 4 January 1842, which bear no time stamp. In theory the 5 OCLOCK time stamp could have
been applied during the very early years of usage of the embossed stamp, but no example is recorded.

The Papers
The letter sheets supplied by the GPO were mainly produced using white to bluish wove paper of
varying, approximately foolscap, size. Examples in white and greyish laid paper are also recorded.
The embossing was carried out before the paper was folded resulting in a single impression in the
central upper part of the sheet, therefore letter sheets purchased from the GPO bear only one albino
impression.
Where envelopes or folded letter sheets were taken to the GPO by members of the public, the
impression appeared on both sides of the envelope or on all folded sheets. There was no consistency
in the sizes of paper employed by the public, who appear to have used whatever was to hand.
The Embossing Instrument
William Wilson
Engraver of the die
The Sydney GPO seal
was commissioned by
James Raymond from
an engraver who had
done satisfactory work
for his department on
previous
occasions.
William
Wilson
(c1795 – 1867), an
immigrant from Yorkshire, engraved the steel
embossing instrument, not, however, specifically for
the embossing of letter sheets, but as a general-purpose
seal for the Sydney GPO. It was therefore readily
available for Raymond in September 1838 when he
wrote to the Colonial Secretary enclosing a specimen.
29mm in diameter the die incorporates the Hanoverian
Royal coat of arms of William IV, not that of Victoria,
as news of her accession had not been received when
the die was cut.
Figure 6
Engraving by Wilson for the 1833 Directory
Wilson was a competent engraver, having engraved copper plates of every description including coats
of arms, currency notes, bills of exchange, office seals, crests, watch and clock dials; he even
engraved the GPO building in 1832 for the title page of the 1833 Directory.
Wilson died on 29 June 1867, being buried in the Devonshire Street Cemetery, the site of the present
Sydney Central Railway Station.
Period of Use of the Embossed Lettersheet
The period of use was from November 1838 to 1 May 1852, at which time prepayment by the use of
adhesive stamps became compulsory. Section 12 of the 1849 Postal Act specifically authorised their
use, so for a period of 28 months they were used, albeit with reducing frequency, contemporaneously
with adhesive stamps. During this period the Sydney Town rate was 1d.

On 12 January 1841 the following Notice, dated 4 January, appeared on page 50 of the NSW
Government Gazette:
General Post Office,
Sydney, 4th January, 1841
STAMPED COVERS.
By a Notice from this Office, dated 1st Nov,
1838, it was signified that stamped covers might,
from that time, be obtained at a charge of 1s. 3d.
per dozen, in which to envelope Letters, which,
being posted in Sydney, would exempt such
Letters from any further charge, to the full limits
of the Two-penny Post delivery.
His Excellency the GOVERNOR, now, with a
view still further to extend this accommodation,
has been pleased to sanction a reduction of the
charge to 1s, per dozen or 8s. per hundred, and
stamps or covers may in future be obtained at
this rate in any number, upon application at this
office.
JAMES RAYMOND
Postmaster General.
A further concession was made allowing the public to take their own stationery to the GPO for
embossing at a cost of 1s.8d for 25 impressions. The source of this information is Houison, who on
page 30, refers to communication he had with a Mr R A Hunt who was employed at the GPO Sydney
from 1833. At the time of eliciting the information, Hunt was 85, but clearly recalled that:
…the public were in the habit of handing in packets of envelopes to the clerk at the window to
have the stamp impressed on them; and Houison adds: that this was done even after the issue
of adhesives in 1850, as is borne out by the date on the second envelope so described. The
charge was 1s.8d for 25 impressions. From this, it is evident, that the embossed stamp may be
found on all kinds of paper. Other specimens are known on blue wove and yellow wove paper.
The following Notice appeared on page 5 of the NSW Government Gazette dated 2 January 1844:
STAMPED COVERS
Notice is hereby given, that Stamped Envelopes for the free delivery of Letters within
the City of Sydney, may be had at the different
Stationers at One Penny each.
JAMES RAYMOND,
Postmaster-General.
General Post Office, Sydney,
1st January, 1844.
This further reduction in the price was clearly an attempt by Raymond to boost flagging demand.
Whilst it appeared to be moderately successful, the increase in usage was partly achieved by
government departments ordering and using letter sheets, producing no net income for the
government.
In 1844, their sixth year of use, 7,820 embossed items were sold. By 1848 this had risen to 15,225
producing £63.8s.9d for the Post Office, however the experiment was considered a failure by some
elements in the government and the Post Office.
In 1845 the Report of the Post Office Commission of Enquiry: New South Wales was published. This
stated:

These envelopes simply bear an impression of the Postmaster General’s Official Seal... the
public do not avail themselves of the accommodation to any great extent, although the
postage is only one half the amount authorised by Council; the number in 1844 being only
7820 out of 59575 letters. They are not to be obtained elsewhere than at the Post Office, and
should the local rate in Sydney be reduced to 1d uniform with the other towns, we would
recommend the Stamped Envelopes be abolished.
The main reasons for the unpopularity of the embossed stamps were:
• embossing was a time-consuming process as it had to be done in a letter press
• they could only be purchased at the GPO
• customers often folded the letter sheets incorrectly so the embossing was not visible
• shopkeepers were reluctant to stock them as there was little to be gained by so doing
• it was as easy for a domestic to deliver a letter by hand as to take it to the GPO.
Some shops did stock embossed stationery, but the incentive of 4d per 100 was not sufficient to
induce widespread retailing. The shopkeeper would buy 100 embossed letter sheets for 8s and sell
them for 8s.4d; hardly an incentive. An article on Postal Reform in an issue of the Christian Standard
dated 1849 contained the following extract:
It may not be generally known that covers can be got at the Post Office for 1d, that will carry
a certain weight through the city – even this convenience is not always to be had. An
acquaintance of ours called last week for 100 covers, and was told that the supply was then
exhausted, but would in all likelihood be made up on the following day. Our friend proceeded
to all the stationers in town, and found a very small supply in one stationer’s shop. They
remarked that they had nothing but trouble by retailing these covers, and would not continue
the practice any longer; so that there is no other guarantee for its convenience than the
pleasure or caprice of Post Office people. Surely supplies of these covers ought to be
procured in all quarters of the city; and without any fail, on any day, at the head office.
Parties would be glad to sell these covers if allowed a reasonable percentage for their trouble
It is no surprise that government departments failed to fully embrace this new facility. The saving in
expenditure for one department would result in a reduction in income for another. However, some
attempts were made to support Raymond’s initiative, the Colonial Secretary’s Office ordering 300
stamped envelopes on 27 February 1844, and a further 500 on 1 October 1844.
International Philatelic Community Alerted to Existence of Sydney Embossed Stamp
Sir Daniel Cooper (1821-1902), first President of the Philatelic Society London (now the RPSL),
alerted the international philatelic community to the existence of the Sydney embossed stamp, in a
paper read before the Philatelic Society London on 29 May 1869. This was reported in The Stamp
Collector’s Magazine published 1 August 1869, undoubtedly the first reference to the embossed
stamp in philatelic literature.
Cooper, an elected member of the Legislative Council of NSW from 1849 to 1851, was a member of
the Committee which passed the 1849 Postal Act (13
VIC No 38), which contained, in section 12, a
reference to Stamped Covers and their continued
validity.
Figure 7
Sir Daniel Cooper
(courtesy RPSL)
An extract from an article by Sir Daniel in the August
1869 edition of The Stamp Collector’s Magazine reads:

…Being in correspondence with Mr Pemberton, I sent him a copy of the Votes and
Proceedings of the above-named Committee, which also contained the Proceedings of the
Select Committee, which examined and reported upon the bill named above; and he in return
asked me the meaning of the answer, of Postmaster General Raymond, in reply to question No
76 in the said report, viz: “At the present moment we do not make a great many stamps for
the town delivery.” To question No 79 he says: “I charge eight shillings a hundred for the
present stamps, so the vendor has fourpence profit on a hundred.” And to question 80 he
says: “I have experienced some difficulty in inducing persons to use these envelopes; for
although the charge for postage when the envelope is not used is twopence, and the envelope
only costs one penny, they have been very little used; of late, however, they have been much
more generally used.” On a subsequent day, Postmaster Raymond said: “The charge for
letters delivered in Sydney is now one penny when stamps are used, twopence without the
prepaid stamps.” He further said the stamps were supplied to several stationers, who paid for
them as they got them, but they found they could not sell them.”
The stamp here alluded to was to frank letters delivered twice a day within the limits of the
city of Sydney. It was an uncoloured embossed stamp; the design being the royal arms,
encircled by the words, GENERAL POST-OFFICE NEW SOUTH WALES; and under the
arms, SYDNEY. The impression was made on wrappers or envelopes of half-sheets of
foolscap paper.
The impression was often very imperfectly struck, as the die was only an ordinary post-office
seal, and the impression taken in a powerful letterpress.
In passing through the post-office, the hour of delivery, in an oblong, rectangular frame, was
imprinted in black ink on the stamp, to obliterate it; and the envelope was also stamped in red
ink, with the word FREE, the day of the month and year within a circle, surmounted by a
crown.
[NOTE: There is no evidence that the time stamp was used to obliterate the embossed stamp. On
some examples this occurred, but on the majority it did not.]
Sir Daniel continues:
I had forgotten about the existence of this stamp, but on receipt of Mr Pemberton’s enquiry, I
wrote to my friends at Sydney, and fortunately procured a used specimen. This cover, after
having passed through the post-office, had been used to write an order for goods upon, filed
as a voucher, and thus preserved; and by this means is authenticated by the handwritings
written on the inside thereof. The date of the postmark on this envelope is October 5, 1849.
Sydney being a moderate-sized town, and the chief office being the only post-office in the city,
it was generally as easy for a domestic to deliver a letter by hand as to take it to the postoffice. The awkward shape of the envelopes also caused many to fold the embossed stamps
out of sight; and many letters prepaid were thus charged twopence before the stamps were
discovered. For these and other reasons, the stamp was very little employed, and had almost
passed out of memory.

The Reprints

Figure 8
1870 Reprint Portion of 228 x287mm before folding (Mark Diserio Collection)
Probably prompted by the report of Sir Daniel’s paper in The Stamp Collector’s Magazine dated
August 1869, and his enquiry to the Sydney GPO seeking a specimen, reprints on medium to thick
white wove paper were produced in 1870. The embossing was carried out on the folded paper and the
impression shows through all the folds. Various sizes have been noted: ranging from 216-250 x
283mm and 225 x 289mm before folding. One example is 210 x 330mm.
On 1 March 1870, The Stamp Collector’s Magazine published an article by F A Philbrick entitled The
Embossed Sydney Stamps. This article included a reproduction of Sir Daniel Cooper’s copy of the
embossed stamp, however, the word SYDNEY was replaced with SIDNEY, apparently to frustrate
forgers. The Philatelic Record dated November 1887 alleges that forgers fell into the ‘trap’ and
produced forgeries with incorrect spelling. No example has been recorded in philatelic literature, and
the late John S White wrote that he had neither seen nor heard of an example.
The die was still in reasonable condition in 1870. Its next recorded use was in 1892 when sets of
Reprint and Specimen stamps were put on sale in August of that year. The impression appeared at the
top of these sheets, and the die was used for this purpose for some years.
It was originally thought that the die had been mutilated but it was discovered in the despatch room at
the General Post Office where it was being used to seal mail bags. The die suffered from its use in the
despatch room, sustaining considerable wear, particularly to the border over the word GENERAL. It
was reconditioned and a second reprint was made in 1898, just before the die was destroyed.
Destruction of the die was evidenced by a letter from the Government Printer dated 8 November
1898. The yellowish wove paper used for these second reprints was susceptible to rusting and some
examples of the 1898 reprint examined, suffer from rusting to some degree.

Figure 9
1898 Reprint (Michael Blinman Collection)
The above example on yellowish-white wove paper, is 283 x 216mm when unfolded. The outer
frame-line has almost disappeared at the top left, consistent with the wear suffered due to its use as a
mail bag seal.
In 1913 the dealer, James H Smyth (1856-1923) of Sydney, obtained 37 unused and unfolded
specimens of the reprint, one of which he donated to the Mitchell Library as they had no example of
the embossing.
1838 Embossed Postage Stamp Survivors

Figure 10
Unused Embossed Letter Sheet on Greyish Laid paper
Bears manuscript endorsement in pencil on the reverse
Guaranteed the only true original kind received from Sir Daniel Cooper
and signed: Edward Pemberton
(Michael Blinman Collection ex Dale Forster)

Figure 11
Manuscript Endorsement by Pemberton
A census of surviving covers was carried out and published in 1988 in White. This identified 36
examples dated between 1 October 1842 and 20 May 1850, and one piece dated 29 November 1839.
Two of the examples are recorded as being in the Vickery Collection and four in the H L White
Collection. The census has been updated and examples with earlier dates of use are included. Several
new examples have been reported since the White census was prepared some 30 years ago, and this
revised census listing over 60 examples is unlikely to be complete.
Of the 36 exampless identified in the White census, only four are on laid paper. The laid paper has a
watermark 1838 with the letters E H in script above. Other examples have a seated Britannia within a
double-lined framed oval as the watermark.

Figure 12
1839Nov29: Piece
The earliest recorded use of the Sydney embossed postage stamp.
The World’s first pre-paid postage.
(ex G Boucher and Dale Forster)

Figure 13
1840Oct20: Earliest Recorded Example on Entire Letter Sheet
(Michael Blinman Collection ex Dale Forster)
Bearing the crowned FREE OC*20 1840 hand-stamp in red, and no time stamp, this is the earliest
recorded examples of embossing on an entire letter sheet. The embossing shows through all folds
indicating its stamped to order status. It comprises a 4-page pamphlet on unwatermarked wove paper,
size 320 x 198mm.

Figure 14
1842Jan04: Second Earliest Example on Entire Letter Sheet
(Corinphila Auctions 202-204 18 November 2015 Lot 1126)
Bearing the crowned FREE JA* 4 1842 hand-stamp in red, and without a time stamp, this is the
second earliest recorded example of embossing on a letter sheet.

Figure 15
1842Jun25: Third Earliest Example on Entire Letter Sheet
(Michael Blinman Collection)
Bearing the crowned FREE JU* 25 1842 hand-stamp in red, and the 6 OCLOCK time stamp, this is
the third earliest recorded example of embossing on a letter sheet. It is the earliest example recorded
of an embossed letter sheet with a time stamp. On unwatermarked wove paper it is 278 x 225mm.

Figure 16
1842Oct01: Fourth Earliest Example on Entire Letter Sheet
(Michael Blinman Collection ex Dale Forster)
Bearing the crowned FREE OC* 1 1842 hand-stamp in red, and the 1 OCLOCK time stamp, this is
the fourth earliest recorded example of embossing on a letter sheet, and the second earliest example
bearing a time stamp. On unwatermarked wove paper it is 253 x 203mm.

Figure 17
1843Jan23: Only Example Posted Outside Sydney; only Boxed FREE Mark
(Michael Blinman Collection)
This example bears no time stamp as it was posted outside the Sydney Twopence Post area. The
boxed FREE hand-stamp (White F12, 1837-49) was typical of the type issued to country offices. This
is the only recorded example of an embossed letter sheet bearing the boxed FREE mark, and the only
example posted outside the Sydney Twopence Post area, with the exception of one allegedly posted in
Woolloomooloo.

Figure 18
1844Oct09: Ninth Earliest Example
(ex Peace)
This outer bears a crowned FREE OC*9 1844 date-stamp in red and 1 OCLOCK time stamp.

Figure 19
Example of Letter Sheet Turned and Reused

Figures 19A
1845Feb04 Reused with Printed Addressee and Handstruck 2
(ex Burrus and Peace)
This example with weak embossing bears a crowned FREE FE*4 1845 date-stamp in red with 6
OCLOCK time stamp. The letter sheet was turned and re-used on 8 February to the Australian
Assurance Office, and bears a hand-struck 2 in black denoting payment by the recipient of the Sydney
town postage, accompanied by the 1 OCLOCK time stamp.

Figure 20
1847May03: One of Two Examples to King Barton
(ex Peace)
Envelope with clear embossing, crowned FREE MY*3 1847 in red and 1 OCLOCK time stamp. One
of two examples to this addressee.

Figure 21
1847Dec06: From Colonial Secretary’s Office
(Mark Diserio Collection)
This letter sheet from the Colonial Secretary’s Office (CSO) bears the crowned FREE DE*6 1847
struck in red and 6 OCLOCK time stamp struck over the embossing.
It is recorded that the CSO purchased at least eight hundred embossed letter sheets in 1844. This
example demonstrates their commitment to support Raymond’s initiative irrespective of the neutral
financial benefit, in that the letter is endorsed OHMS yet the CSO would have been debited with one
penny and the General Post Office credited with a similar amount.

Figure 22
1848Apr25: From Colonial Secretary’s Office with Time Stamp again struck over Embossing
(Michael Blinman Collection)
A second letter from the CSO is endorsed OHMS, demonstrates the continuing attempt by some
government departments to use the embossed letter sheets. By 1848 it had become clear that the letter
sheet had no future, so this example may have been simply the result of economy.

Figure 23
1849Aug03: One of Five Examples to Charles Lowe
(Martin Walker Collection)
Charles Bland Lowe (1822-1883) was the great grand-uncle of Robson Lowe (1905-97). Remarkably
there are five examples to this addressee.
The second is dated 26 August 1845 and resides in the Vickery Collection in Sydney. Michael
Blinman has a third example to this addressee dated 30 July 1846, and a fourth, dated 2 January 1849
was in the Hutson collection. The fifth example dated 30 March 1849, was in the Hans Karman
collection sold by Leski on 25 March 2004.
Use of the Letter Sheet Post 1849

An example dated 16 January 1850, ex Hutson, is endorsed OHMS and sent from the Crown Lands
Office. No FREE date-stamps or time stamps are recorded after 31 December 1849.

Fig 24
1850 Jan 16: Spink 19 Feb 2013 Lot 3. No time stamp.No FREE mark
(ex Hutson)
The Oval Embossed Newsband
This oval embossing was not recorded until an illustration of OV2 appeared on page 606 of Robson
Lowe’s Encyclopaedia Volume 4 Australasia in 1961.

Figure 24
OV1: Oval Embossed Newsband
(Author’s Collection ex Slade Slade)

Figure 25
OV2: Oval Embossed Newsband
one of three recorded examples of the oval embossing
(Michael Blinman Collection ex Hutson and Dale Forster)
The wording of this seal differs from the circular version. Instead of incorporating the words NEW
SOUTH WALES around the lower portion of the die, the oval seal incorporates the word SYDNEY.
No used example has been recorded.
Two of the recorded examples are wrappers as opposed to letter sheets or envelopes. OV1 is a single
embossing on bluish laid paper and has a single watermark 115 x 75mm comprising vertical lines
26mm apart. OV2 is embossed on bluish laid Batonné paper and has no watermark.

Figure 26
OV3: The Only Recorded Envelope Bearing the Embossing
(Mark Diserio Collection)

Figure 26A
Reverse of envelope showing embossing in ‘negative’ and oval
‘seal’ in red which was printed on official stationery
This third example is an envelope bearing a stationer’s name embossed on the reverse: John Sands,
Stationers, Sydney. John Sands (1818-73) came to Sydney in 1837 and set up in business in George
Street. In 1848 he took over Mary Reibey’s house and shop front, and on this site, next to the GPO,
the firm bearing his name operated until 1970. It is therefore difficult to date this item.
The Australia Post New South Wales historical collection in the Powerhouse Museum contains an
oval shaped hand embossing implement of this design. A second instrument was acquired at auction
in England by Robson Lowe and donated to the C J Hutson collection. These instruments could not
have been used to produce letter sheets as there is no second, female, die accompanying them.
The 50th and 150th Anniversaries
The 50th anniversary in 1888 was marked by the issue of commemorative postcards in NSW.
Reproductions were also prepared for the 150th anniversary.
The Australian Philatelic Federation have utilised the design for the medals awarded as Australian
Philatelic Orders for services to philately
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